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OVER THE WORLD

“PORSCHE 918 SPYDER – THE ECO-SUPERPORSCHE”
— FINANCIAL TIMES DEUTSCHLAND, GERMANY

“This Porsche supercar
contradicts any stereotypes
people may have been
holding about the Geneva
Motor Show.”

— LE FIGARO, FRANCE

“THRIFTY SPYDER”
— MAX, GERMANY

“Porsche is showing its striking 918 Spyder, 
a two-seater concept capable of unholy 
speeds on the autobahn but saintly and silent 
electric operation in town.”

— DAILY TELEGRAPH, AUSTRALIA

“The Eco-Rocket from Porsche”
— BERLINER KURIER, GERMANY

“THE SUPERCAR OF TOMORROW”
— CAR AND DRIVER, UNITED STATES

“More beautiful than any predecessor, the 
918 Spyder is the absolute star car of the Geneva Motor Show,
and an environmentally friendly one to boot.”

— LA REPUBBLICA, ITALY

“The supercar. With this brilliant hybrid concept of 
a mid-engine vehicle that’s reported to emit only 70 grams of CO2

per kilometer [113 grams per mile], Porsche has thrown open 
the gate to ecological freedom.”

— AUTO ZEITUNG, GERMANY

“The magnificent styling as a blend of a Carrera GT and a racy Boxster is just
the beginning: hidden under the superbly aerodynamic CFRP and light-metal body is not
only a combustion engine with all the power you might wish for but also a highly efficient
hybrid drive. In view of its design as well as its pedigree, it should come as no great
surprise that the driving properties of this sexy-looking sports car are also superlative.”

— SÜDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG, GERMANY

“This nifty sports car proves that 
speed and fuel economy don’t have to
be mutually exclusive.” 

— STUTTGARTER NACHRICHTEN, GERMANY

“Sounds almost too good to be true. Porsche is trying
to bridge the gap between being sensible and having fun.”

— N-TV.DE, GERMANY

“Porsche sprang the biggest surprise at the Geneva Motor Show
with the 918 Spyder, a concept that previews a new, compact
supercar.” 

— AUTOCAR, UNITED KINGDOM

“The stunning 918 Spyder concept. 
The supercar of tomorrow is here!”

— AUTO EXPRESS, UNITED KINGDOM

“Porsche pulled off the biggest surprise at the Geneva auto show, unveiling the
918 Spyder plug-in hybrid concept. Porsche is not saying whether the 918 Spyder
concept will go into production, but don’t bet against it. The technology is just 
too promising, the styling too delectable.”

— NEW YORK TIMES, UNITED STATES
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